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Instructions

(a) You will have to return this question paper at the end of the examination with relevant
parts filled out.

(b) There are two questions. You have to write working programs in Pascal, C or C++ to
solve each of these questions. You must compile your program yourself and produce
an executable file (EXE file).

You must use the GNU set of compilers (djgpp). Programs written using Turbo C++
may not run in the evaluation environment and run the risk of not scoring marks.

At the end of each question, there is a space to indicate the location of the source code
and the executable file for your solution. Please fill up this information without fail.

(c) All input for your programs will come from the keyboard. All output from your
programs should be written to the screen.

(d) Please fill out your contact details below as completely as you can.

Contact details

Roll Number:

Name:

Address:

PIN Code

Phone Number(s):

(with STD code)

Email address:





Question 1 The Nilgiri Tahr

The Nilgiri Tahr is a mountain goat that lives in the Nilgiri hills on the border between
Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The tahr lives along steep rock cliffs where grass does not grow
easily. The tahr is a very good climber and can balance itself even on the steepest of cliffs.
However, since it is a rather short animal, it cannot jump from one rock to another if the
difference in height between the rocks is more than one foot.

One such tahr finds itself at the top-left corner of an M × N rectangular grid of rocks.
There is a clump of grass at the opposite (bottom-right) corner. The tahr would like to find
a way from its current position to the grass. The tahr cannot jump over rocks and can move
from a given rock to only one of its four neighbours (left, right, up or down). The tahr must
of course always stay within the grid. Further, remember that it can jump only one foot up
or down, so it can move from a rock to its neighbour only if the difference in height between
the two rocks is at most one foot. Your task is to help the tahr find such a path to the
grass, if it exists. If there is more than one valid path for the tahr to follow, it is sufficient
to identify any one path.

For example consider the following grid of rocks, where the number at each position in
the grid indicates the height of the rock, in feet, at that position.

7 9 8 5
6 3 2 4
5 4 1 5
2 6 1 1

Here is a path that the tahr can follow to reach the grass. The path follows the rocks labelled
by the letters (a), (b), . . . , (i), in that order.

7 (a) 9 8 5
6 (b) 3 (e) 2 (f) 4
5 (c) 4 (d) 1 (g) 5
2 6 1 (h) 1 (i)

Input format

The first line of input contains two integers M and N , specifying the number of rows and
columns in the grid, respectively, where 1 ≤ M ≤ 1000 and 1 ≤ N ≤ 1000. The next M
lines of input contain N positive integers each. The jth integer on the ith line is the height
of the rock in the ith row and jth column of the grid.

Output format

• If there is no path for the tahr to reach the grass, print out a single line containing the
number 0.
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• If there is a path, the first line of output should be the integer 1. After this, you have
to print out any one path that the tahr can follow to reach the grass. The path is
described by a sequence of lines. Each line should consist of two integers. The integers
Xi and Yi printed out on line i indicate that the ith step that the tahr takes should be
to row Xi and column Yi.

Since the tahr always travels from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner of the
grid, the first line of the path is always 1 1 and the last line is always M N.

Example

Here is sample input and output corresponding to the example discussed above.

Sample input

4 4

7 9 8 5

6 3 2 4

5 4 1 5

2 6 1 1

Sample output

1

1 1

2 1

3 1

3 2

2 2

2 3

3 3

4 3

4 4

Note: Your program should not print anything other than what is specified in the output
format. Please remove all diagnostic print statements before making your final submission.
A program with extraneous output will be treated as incorrect!

Important

Indicate the location of the source code and executable file for your solution to Question 2
in the boxes below. If you fail to do this, your solution cannot be evaluated!

Source file:

Executable file:
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Question 2 The Rajah’s Wrestlers

Once upon a time, there lived a Rajah who was extremely fond of wrestling. In those days,
wrestlers had supernatural powers. To win a match a wrestler relied not only on his own
strength but also on a magical ring that he wore while fighting. This ring allowed a wrestler
to gain additional strength proportional to the strength of his opponent.

The strength of a wrestler and the magical power of his ring are both positive integers.
When wrestler A fights wrestler B, the fight index of wrestler A for this match is given by
A’s own strength plus the strength of wrestler B multiplied by the magical power of A’s
ring. Each match is won by the wrestler whose fight index is higher for that match.

For example, suppose that wrestler A has strength 10 and wears a ring whose magical
power is 3 and wrestler B has strength 18 and wears a ring whose magical power is 4. If
these two wrestlers fight each other, wrestler A wins. This is because A’s fight index for this
match is 10 + (3× 18) = 64 while B’s fight index for this match is only 18 + (10× 4) = 58.
On the other hand if A faces a wrestler C with strength 15 and a ring whose magical power
is 5, then C wins. In this match, A’s fight index is 10 + (3× 15) = 55 while C’s fight index
is 15 + (5× 10) = 65. Similarly, in a match between B and C, C wins.

The Rajah organised a wrestling festival once a year. During this festival, each wrestler
fought every other wrestler exactly once. At the end of the contest Rajahh honoured all the
wrestlers by inviting them to his court and giving them gold coins.

It was the job of the Minister to decide the order in which the wrestlers got to meet
the Rajah. This was an important task, because our Rajah was rather eccentric. He had
declared that the number of coins to be given to a wrestler was determined by the number
of matches he won and his position in the sequence: a wrestler was given one gold coin for
each match he won and one gold coin for each wrestler whom he defeated but who was ahead
of him in the line to meet the Rajahh.

For instance if the Minister had presented the wrestlers A, B and C described above in
the order A, B, C to the Rajahh, then A would get 1 gold coin (for the match he won against
B), B would get 0 gold coins (since he won no matches) and C would get 4 gold coins (two
for his wins against A and B, one because he beat A and A met the Rajah before him and
one more since he beat B and B met the Rajah before him). Instead if the minister had
presented them in the order C, A,B then C would get 2 coins (for his wins against A and
B), A would get 1 coin (for his win against B) and B would get 0 coins.

The Minister is concerned about the finances of the kingdom and wants to minimise the
number of coins handed out by the Rajah to the wrestlers. Your task is to help the Minister
decide the sequence in which the wrestlers should be presented to the Rajah so that the
number of gold coins handed out is minimum. You are provided with the strengths of all
the wrestlers and the magical powers of their rings. You may assume that these values are
such that no match results in a tie.
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Input format

The first line of input is an integer N indicating the number of wrestlers. Each wrestler is
identified by a unique number in the range {1, 2, . . . , N}. The next N lines each contain 2
positive integers. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , the first integer on line i+1 denotes the strength Si of
wrestler i and the second integer denotes the magical power Ri of wrestler i’s ring. You may
assume that 1 ≤ N ≤ 10000, and for each wrestler i, 1 ≤ Si ≤ 1000 and 1 ≤ Ri ≤ 1000.

Output format

The output consists of N lines, indicating the sequence in which the wrestlers should meet
the Rajah to minimise the number of gold coins handed out by the Rajah. Thus, each line
of output should be an integer between 1 and N and every integer between 1 and N should
appear exactly once in the output. If the integer on line i is j, it means that wrestler j is
the ith wrestler to meet the Rajah.

Example

Here is sample input and output corresponding to the example discussed above.

Sample input

3

10 3

18 4

15 5

Sample output

3

1

2

Note: Your program should not print anything other than what is specified in the output
format. Please remove all diagnostic print statements before making your final submission.
A program with extraneous output will be treated as incorrect!
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Important

Indicate the location of the source code and executable file for your solution to Question 1
in the boxes below. If you fail to do this, your solution cannot be evaluated!

Source file:

Executable file:
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